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ABSTRACT

We study the influence of the laser repetition rate on the generation of low-density channels of air left in the path of femtosecond laser fila-
ment. At high repetition rates, we observe the formation of a permanent millimeter-wide low-density channel that exceeds the depth and
width of the transient depletion due to a single filament. We also show that this permanent cumulative effect decreases the breakdown volt-
age between two electrodes and can alter the path of the discharge. By comparing this effect in air and in pure nitrogen, we show that an
accumulation of O�2 ions contributes to the reduction in the breakdown voltage.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0077635

The propagation of intense short laser pulses in atmosphere gives
rise to a filamentation process during which a core of the pulse main-
tains a high peak intensity over distances exceeding by far the Rayleigh
length, as if diffraction was suppressed. Due to the high laser intensity
of this core, high field ionization occurs, and consequently, a plasma
column is formed in the wake of the propagating filamentary pulse,
opening the possibility for many applications.1,2 One such application
is the triggering and guiding of atmospheric discharges.3–9 Following
the development of terawatt lasers operating at high repetition rates,
growing attention is devoted to the study of the filament process and
to the guiding of electric discharges at such high repetition rates.10–15

In this article, we study the influence of the laser repetition rate on the
production of low-density channels of air formed in the path of the fil-
ament plasma by the sudden laser energy absorption and on the guid-
ing of electric discharges.

This article is organized as follows. We first analyze the temporal
evolution of the under-dense air channel produced by filamentation in
a single laser pulse regime and compare it to simulation. We then
measure the under-dense channels occurring with a laser operating at
variable repetition rates between 10 and 1 kHz and compare them
with simulations at the same repetition rates. The impact of a steady
air flow at different air velocities is then studied numerically and
experimentally. Finally, we measure the effect these accumulations
have on the breakdown voltage of a cm-scale high voltage discharge
and show that it can modify the trajectory of these discharges.

To model the evolution of the under-dense air channel,12,15,16 we
consider the air thermodynamics occurring after the under-dense
channel has reached pressure equilibrium with the ambient air at tem-
perature Tamb. Its maximum depth and peak temperature slowly decay
on a millisecond timescale because of thermal diffusion. Outside from
the edges, the under-dense channel can be considered approximately
invariant along the channel axis z. Its temporal evolution can then be
modeled as Tðx; y; tÞ ¼ Tamb þ DTðx; y; tÞ with

DTðx; y; tÞ ¼ DT0 � R2
0=ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
0 þ 4� a� t

q
Þ2 � e

� x2þðy�vðtÞ�tÞ2

ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
0
þ4�a�t

p
Þ2 ;

where a is the thermal diffusivity of air,17 Tamb is the room tempera-
ture, R0 and DT0 are, respectively, the radius and the peak temperature
change of the initial Gaussian temperature distribution,12 x and y are,
respectively, the position on the horizontal and vertical axis, centered
on the channel axis z, and v is the speed at which the channel moves
upward. It consists of the buoyant force and a corrective term vairflow
to take into account any additional air flow in the study zone

vðtÞ ¼ 1� Tamb þ DT0

Tamb

� �
� g � t þ vairflow; (1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. As pressure equilibrium is main-
tained during the studied phase of the evolution, the relation between
the density and temperature change is Dn=namb ¼ �DT=Tamb, where
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namb is the ambient air density. This density variation is measured
with the setup presented in Fig. 1. The recorded phase shift can be
linked to the density variation by

D/ ¼ 2pb
k

ð
DnðsÞ
namb

ds; (2)

where b is the Gladstone–Dale constant.
To test the validity of this air thermodynamics model, we com-

pare its prediction with measurements of the under-dense channel
resulting from the filamentation of a single 14 mJ, 50 fs laser pulse at
800 nm focused at f/33. This comparison is presented in Fig. 2 at
delays with respect to the fs laser pulse ranging between 5 ls and
3500ls with the input parameters DT0¼ 700K and R0 ¼ 170 lm. A
satisfactory agreement is found between the simulation and measure-
ments. The temperature and radius variations are in the range of pre-
vious measurements.16

Using the same model, we now analyze the thermally induced
changes of density resulting from filamentation at high laser repetition
rates. Considering a train of n pulse from a laser set at a repetition rate
f, the total thermal variation DTcumulðx; y; tÞ can be expressed as

DTcumulðx; y; tÞ ¼
Xn�1
i¼0

DT x; y; t þ i
f

� �
: (3)

Note that this expression can only be used for small temperature varia-
tions (DT < 300K). For higher temperature changes, effects, such as
the interaction of an incoming pulse with the previously formed chan-
nel, should be taken into account. In Fig. 3(a), the phase shift induced
by filamentation of a 0.8 mJ, 50 fs laser pulse at 800 nm, focused at f/
100, measured at different repetition rates, is presented together with
the simulated phase shift using the input parameters DT0 ¼ 18K and
R0 ¼ 170 lm. The delay between the last laser pulse and the observa-
tion time is set at 100 s to ensure that the shockwave induced by the
last laser pulse has exited the studied zone. A clear accumulation effect
can be seen starting at 100Hz and increasing at higher repetition rates.
The simulated phase shifts show good agreement with the measure-
ments. The observed asymmetry is due to the upward motion of the
individual under-dense channels due to buoyancy. This asymmetry
causes a downward deflection of the laser path itself that we also
observe after the filamentary zone, see Figs. 4(b)–4(e).12 One impor-
tant aspect of this cumulative effect is its longevity. At repetition rates
higher than 100Hz, the delay that separates each pulse is shorter than
the lifetime of each individual under-dense channel. As a consequence,
the under-dense channel remains during the whole laser operation.
The channel consists then in two parts: One that evolves over a milli-
second timescale due to heating by the last laser shot and a second one
due to the accumulation of the previous laser heating that remains
constant between each laser pulse. Evidence for these two parts of the
channel evolution is shown in Fig. 3(b), where the measurements are
made at different delays from the last laser pulse. The fast evolution
that is generated by the last laser pulse can be seen on the measure-
ment made at a delay of 100ls but is not seen at the delay of 9990ls,
because it has already fully merged within the accumulated heating.
The second part is constant in the three measurements, proving its
longevity.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. A mJ-level femtosecond laser pulse sequence of 800-nm central wavelength and 50 fs duration is focused in air and creates a 1 cm-long filament.
The repetition rate of the femtosecond laser is tuned from 10 Hz to 1 kHz. The resulting low air-density channel is probed by a nanosecond laser beam coupled to a Phasics
SID4 wavefront sensor, which records a two-dimensional phase shift map. For discharge guiding measurements, two spherical electrodes of radius 6 mm separated by 8mm
are placed at the filament edges and connected to a pulsed high-voltage generator.

FIG. 2. Circles: Measured temporal evolution of the density variation profile along
the y axis resulting from the filamentation of 14 mJ, 50 fs laser pulses focused at f/
33. Full line: simulated temporal evolution of the same profile with input parameters
DT0 ¼ 700 K and R0 ¼ 170lm.
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The cumulative effects, being strongly related to air dynamics,
should be sensitive to a change in the air flow. To verify this effect, we
measured the phase shift induced from the previously described laser
operating at a repetition rate of 1000Hz in the presence of a steady air
flow of the variable speed created by a fan blowing upward. The results
shown in Fig. 4(a) are compared with the simulated phase shift calcu-
lated with an appropriate value vairflow. As vairflow increases, the accu-
mulation effect is greatly reduced. At 1000Hz, the cumulative effect
has completely disappeared with vairflow¼ 3.5 m s�1. The same experi-
ment, repeated at a repetition rate of 500Hz, shows that the cumula-
tive effect already disappears at vairflow¼ 0.8 m s�1. This indicates that
the air flow required to remove the cumulative effect decreases as the
laser repetition rate is decreased.

Femtosecond filaments have proved to be a powerful tool to trig-
ger and guide electric discharges in atmosphere. The formation of a
low density channel by the filament is the main mechanism responsi-
ble for this guiding effect.16,18,19 The density decrease in the channel
lowers the breakdown voltage between two charged electrodes, form-
ing a preferential path for the discharge. Other filament effects that
can also influence the discharge propagation are the presence of long
lived free electrons20 or electrons loosely attached to oxygen molecules
that are generated during the plasma recombination.3,21 One, there-
fore, expects that the filament cumulative effect reduces the breakdown
voltage between the two electrodes. Since the part of the channel

resulting from the cumulative effect is constant, one expects a reduc-
tion in the breakdown voltage that is constant over time. This removes
the need of precise synchronization between the laser pulse and a
pulsed high voltage generator.22

We investigated this concept by triggering spark discharges
with a system composed of a high-voltage pulsed generator and two
spherical electrodes placed in the vicinity of the filament, as
depicted in Fig. 1. The high-voltage generator could deliver single-
shot pulses with 5 ns nanosecond duration, a maximum amplitude
of 30 kV. Each voltage value was measured with a precision of 2%.
The breakdown voltage UBD was defined as the voltage for which a
breakdown probability of 100% was obtained over ten shots. The
voltage pulse could be advanced with respect to the laser pulse.
Figure 5 presents the measured breakdown voltage as a function of
the delay between the high voltage pulse and the last laser pulse at
different repetition rates. The evolution of the breakdown voltage
can be split into two parts: the first one evolving fast over a ls time-
scale is linked to the quick evolution of the under-dense region. The
second one, produced by the cumulative effect, is quasi-constant
over the studied timescale of 200 ls. As expected, this second part
leads to a reduced breakdown voltage as the repetition rate of the
laser is increased.23

FIG. 3. Phase shifts induced by the filamentation of 0.8 mJ, 35 fs laser pulses
focused at f/100. (a) Phase shifts measured 100 ls after the last laser pulse (full
line) and corresponding simulations (circles) at various repetition rates. (b) Phase
shifts measured at different delays after the last laser pulse at a 100 Hz repetition
rate.

FIG. 4. Effect of a steady air flow on the air channel, with same laser parameters
as in Fig. 3. (a) Phase shifts measured (full line) and simulated (circles) with differ-
ent air flows at a 1000 Hz repetition rate. Input parameters for simulations are
DT0 ¼ 18 K and R0 ¼ 170 lm. Downward shift of the mean position of the laser
beam after crossing the filamentary zone measured without air flow at 10 (b), 100
(c), 1000 Hz (d), and at 1000 Hz with air flow (e).
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Using the air dynamics model, we calculated the thermal varia-
tion DTmax and the theoretical breakdown voltage Vbd for each repeti-
tion rate and compared it with the measurements. These values are
presented in Table I. We note that the measurements made in pure
nitrogen match well the theoretical values for the reduced breakdown
voltage. However, the measured breakdown field in air is lower than
the expected value for 100Hz and 1 kHz. Considering that ionization
and laser energy deposition in the filament are almost the same in air
and in nitrogen,1 the same breakdown field should be observed if the
filament hydrodynamic was the only guiding mechanism.We attribute
this discrepancy to the presence of long-lived O�2 ions at high laser
repetition rates. These ions provide a reserve of easily detached elec-
trons that facilitate the electrical breakdown. Due to their long lifetime,
they can be accumulated at high repetition rates and contribute to the
cumulative effect by reducing even further the breakdown voltage.21

Finally, a camera picture of the filament region is shown in
Fig. 6(a), and pictures of the discharge path are presented in
Figs. 6(b)–6(g) for three different delays between the laser and the
high-voltage pulse, made with a laser repetition rate of 1 kHz. At a
delay of �2 ls, the discharge is clearly guided along the laser path. As
the delay increases, the distance over which the discharge follows the
laser path is reduced. At short delays, the discharges are indeed still

FIG. 5. Breakdown voltage measured with 0.8 mJ, 35 fs laser pulses focused at f/
100 as a function of the delay between the high voltage generator and the last laser
pulse at different laser repetition rates. (a) Measurements made in ambient air. (b)
Same measurements made in nitrogen. In both cases, the natural breakdown with-
out lasers is 29 kV.

TABLE I. Table comparing the expected breakdown voltage with the measurement
made in air and in nitrogen at a delay of �100 ls for the different laser repetition
rates.

Repetition
rate (Hz) DTmaxðKÞ

Expected
Vbd (kV)

Measured
Vbd in air (kV)

Measured Vbd

in nitrogen (kV)

1000 95 21.9 20.0 22.0
100 71 23.4 22.5 23.0
10 61 24.0 24.0 24.0

FIG. 6. Pictures of the filament region showing the plasma luminescence and the two electrodes (a). Pictures of the discharge in air for three different triggering times of the
high voltage generator with respect to the femtosecond laser pulse arrival time: –2 (b), –25 (c), and –100 ls (d). Pictures of the discharge in pure nitrogen for the same trigger-
ing times: –2 (e), –25 (f), and –100 ls (g).
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affected by the spatial perturbation made by the last laser pulse. At lon-
ger delays, the only remaining perturbation is the one resulting from
the cumulative effect. The latter, being spatially wider than the distance
between the electrodes, helps the triggering of the discharge without
imposing a specific path. The discharge path is then determined by the
electric field lines imposed by our setup, as it is the case in regular dis-
charges. The similarity of the discharge paths when they are realized in
air or in nitrogen shows that the accumulation of both the heating and
the O�2 ions occurs on a similar spatial scale.

In these experiments, we investigated the influence of a high rep-
etition rate laser on the formation of cm long electric discharges. We
note that it should be scalable to longer discharges and even to the
guiding of lightning by powerful high repetition rate laser systems.11

Indeed, the laser induced depletion of the air density responsible for
the discharge triggering is permanent and, therefore, does not depend
on the presence of a plasma of long duration. We also note that the
presence of O�2 ions should facilitate the propagation of lightning pre-
cursors called leaders.24

We have shown that an important permanent depletion of air
occurs during filamentation of femtosecond pulses at high laser repeti-
tion rates. At a kHz laser repetition rate, the depth and width of the
low density channel exceeds largely the depth and width created by a
single filament. This effect impacts measurements that depend on the
gas density. For example, we have shown that it lowers the breakdown
voltage of a filament guided electric discharge and can alter its path.
By comparing the measurements in air and pure nitrogen, we have
shown that long-lived O�2 ions contribute to further increase this per-
manent reduction of the breakdown voltage. This permanent reduc-
tion could prove useful in applications, where a precise
synchronization between the laser and the onset of the HV pulse is not
possible such as in a Laser lightning rod.11,25
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